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A. Event organizers have the ability to either create event participants as guests or full
Connect Pro users.
B. You can modify the content type after you have created the event.
C. There are a total of four URLs created by Connect Enterprise for each event.
D. You can import a participant list from a .pdf file.

Answer: B

QUESTION: 38
Which statement about adding a new pod name is true?

A. Only the Host can see the name of the pod.
B. Pod names appear in the pod content area,
C. When a new pod is created, it is given a default name.
D. Usually the type of pod name is followed by a letter.

Answer: C

QUESTION: 39
Which two options can you use to create a new layout? (Choose two).

A. As a Presenter, choose Layouts > Sharing
B. As a Presenter, make a copy of an existing layout and then organize it
C. As as Host, choose Layouts > Organize Layouts
D. As a Host, make a copy of an existing layout and then customize it
E. As a Host, choose Layouts > New Layout

Answer: B, E
Explanation:
http://www.connectusers.com/tutorials/2012/10/universal_voice_setup/index.php

QUESTION: 40
Which statement about working with PowerPoint slides is true?

A. PowerPoint slides are converted to FLV file format.
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B. PowerPoint slides are converted to SWF file format.
C. PowerPoint slides are NOT converted.
D. PowerPoint slides are available in the File Share pod.

Answer: B
Explanation:
http://help.adobe.com/en_US/connect/8.0/using/WS11d1def534ea1be08a52b610b38bfaa
95-7f60.html (pdfs in adobe connect)

QUESTION: 41
Which statement about the Presenter Only Area is true?

A. When you use the Presenter Only Area the area of your stage enlarges and participants
will see new pods off stage.
B. You can make pods visible only to the Presenter by using the Presenter Only Area
feature.
C. The Presenter Only Area is an area outside the stage that is visible to only the hosts
and presenters.
D. The most efficient way to move pods between public and the Presenter Only Area is to
cut and paste the pods to the main stage area.

Answer: B

QUESTION: 42
You are a meeting Host. You have placed the meeting on hold. Which statement is true?

A. Presenters can still enter the meeting
B. Presenters can stop a meeting
C. Specific participants can still enter the meeting
D. The host is the only one that can enter the meeting

Answer: A
Explanation:
http://help.adobe.com/en_US/AcrobatConnectPro/7.5/Using/WS5d00efd04363a2111172
e0812473203118-8000.html#WSF04C0615-4242-4de5-95D4-A7F31853DA76(place a
meeting on hold or end a meeting)
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